
school-teacher, and one a cop-but very much off-duty.
The big-bosomed shebeen queen rolls in and out, now and
then, to serve her customers:

FIRST LABOURER: But what's wrong with the white man,
he? Tell me, folks. You can't satisfy the white man.
Today, at work, the boss sent me out to the p'ost Office
to buy stamps. When I returned, he wanted to know
"wherrer hell you been?" He said he'd been waiting for
his~ tea since my grandfather's time. I tried to tell him
about the stamps, but he hooted me out for his tea. Ten
minutes later, he came to the sink, leaned in the door
way, with legs crossed and a funny smile on his mouth:
"When will you blacks grow up? I'd never've thought
a man with your education would wash cups and make
tea." I suddenly felt blindingly mad, as if I could stab
him, and suddenly, too, gave up.
SECOND LABOURER: Doesn't help, my mother's child.
The white man's got us by the nose and he's got us by
the arse.
SCHOOLTEACHER (bitterly): It's heart-sore, my brother.

COMMENT

The Home-Boy

and the

Backslapper

WE ALL KNOW the old arguments about how liberals,
desiring non-racialism, should react to anti-white
racialism. and I think the general conclusion is that
if they react too vociferously it will look as though
they are a sort of white insurance policy against
ultimate defeat, and thus discredit them in the eyes
of non-whites and do more harm, ultimately, than
good to the non-racialist ideal.

So what do we do about it? When your issue of a
few months ago came out with that ugly monument
to anti-whiteism "Home Boys Abroad" I spent a
couple of evenings writing a piece of equal length
attacking it. When it was finished I asked myself
what was the use of it, got an answer, and threw it
in the wastepaper basket. This trend seems all rather
inevitable too, and I don't know what to do about it.
While I am probably moral enough to discern right
from wrong, that is to say long term practical from
long term impractical, I am not clever enough to
decide which is practical politics in the short term
in the complicated mess of South Africa. And under
such conditions I am inclined to keep my mouth shut
wherever possible and let those who claim such
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Look at me. I'm educated, ne? I know what to teach
and what not to teach, ne? But it breaks my heart to
see what I teach just because the white man tells me
that is good enough for black children. Why do I go
on teaching? I've got to eat. This cop here, too, he's
also a man, he's got to eat. You, too, when you get a
chance to snatch a bag or grab a pay-roll ... (reminis
cently) . . . he-e-e, but those boys . . .
THE COP (still off-duty): You speak true, my brother.
The things that I have to do for these white men. Mcui!
(smacking his lips and crossing his fingers) God will
hear us one day. -When He asks me, me I'll say it's
the white man. All those poor men I've led in a croco
dile to the jail, it's the white man. All those women I've
left husbandless, childless, nyatslless, God, it's the white
man. Those heads I've broken, those ribs I've kicked
in, those noses, those mouths, those eyes I've bashed
. . . God, I feel like cryin.g my brothers . . .
A LABOURER: By right, it's croooel ...
SHEBEEN QUEEN. Hai, go-away you. You've started to

knowledge do all the talking. Nobody wants the
opinion of anyone who actually admits ignorance.

While I was -in South Africa it was of 'course
somewhat different. In the little world of liberalism
in which I moved, I always felt I was expected to
feel slightly guilty about being white-that I could
say that whites were a lot of slobs but could not say
that blacks, partaking of the human condition, were
also a lot of slobs. I felt I had to be friendly with
people I would not have chosen as friends and to try
and like people who were not likeable-because they
were black; that I had to admire scholars who were
not good scholars but who were black scholars (and
after saying-things like this I still feel I can't leave
unsaid and understood that I found others of their
race who I genuinely liked, who were good scholars,
and so on, but have to underline it) I and other
liberals did not only have to contend with the enmity
of other whites, which is- bearable if you have so
chosen, but with the weight of guilt of everything
that any white· had ever done to any black since van
Riebeeck landed-although many of them had not
profited from it. All this without even the psycholo
gical benefit the Africans and Coloureds had in t

having a group with which to identify-and a feeling
that ultimately and in their lifetime they would be
accepted in their proper place. In short it was good
training in what it is like to be in a despised minority
group without any hope of personal justice in the
future.

Now we know there are liberals who can not only
see this but grin and bear it. Good for them-beside
such people the conventional martyrs are good time
Charlies-but I am not made of that stuff; some
distance I will go for the sake of my fellow men but
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politika again. I don't want ma-politika here at my place.
(The tension breaks. and they all laugh hilariously.)

Now turn to King Henry V, Act IV. Sc. 1 in the English
camp at Agincourt, and listen to the dramatic irony in
the conversation between King Henry, Michael Williams
and John Bates, wherein the common men, for a moment,
speak their mind in the king's. face (save thatln these
latter days consultation as direct as this is frowned upon).
These men are obviously loyal subjects, but the king is
needled and brings heavy artillery in argument against
them, and later when he is alone again he erupts into that
noble soliloquy on "Ceremony".

I chose no sides in this lofty debate. I only point to the
mood in which the common men speak and think of their
·overlord. It is almost the apologetic voice of that cop in a
Dube shebeen who utters Bate's words:

"If his cause be wrong our obedience to the king wipes the
crime of it out for us."

BUT THAT FAMOUS "act of immorality" committed by
'Othello and I>esdemona fascinates me more than aught

not that far. Therefore my reactions were what might
be expected of a member of a despised racial mino
rity. Being hampered, unlike most such groups in
the world, by a belief that the majority group did in
fact come first, I could still try to persuade them in
my off duty moments that whites were also human.

This desire is no longer so strong, because I no
longer have this feeling of personal rejection in the
only world whose ideals fitted my own. I am in free
competition with everybody else in Australia and
thus I do not need to feel that the money I am
getting (more than I got in South Africa) is in any
way the wages of exploitation for which I must feel
guilty. I even find it would have been easier for me,
or at least as easy, to work my way through univ~r

sity here than in South Africa, so I do not even need
to feel guilty about having the job. And I can take
people as I find them, or leave them, without regard
to their race (if your Home Boys author had come
to Sydney instead of London he would have found at
least one ex-Liberal who did not feel he had to slap
him on the back and be big pals with him-perhaps
he . would have liked it better). In short, White
Australia policy notwithstanding, I am allowed per
sonally to actually be non-racialist instead of just
hoping for it.

This does, I hope, show why I am now in a
position to be more objective about the political
realities of South Africa and liberalism therein-that
is to say less horrified at the sight of new racialisms
being added to old. Perhaps the pendulum has to
swing a bit before coming to rest, and my emotions
no longer demand that I try to stop it in the middle
if this is not practical. H A R R Y 0 X L E Y

Department 0/ Social Anthropology,
Sydney University
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else. And appropriately, it starts noisily . . . "Brabantio!
Brabantio!" hollers Shakespeare's arch-plotter,

"Even now, now, very no\v, an old blac'k ram
Is tupping your white ewe"!

All the horror that one can conceive in the imagination
of a backveld farmer who has tended his lands, jealously;
guarded his honour, savagely; and contemplated his
women in this dark jungle of black, virile, uninhibited
men, fearfully; leap up when those words are hurled to
afright the night. The tool most immediate that Iago
knows he should use against Desdemona who !t~ dared
to love a blackman is to "incense her kinsman" against
the accursed union. This appeal to the herd-mania is all
the more remarkable when one considers that it does not
come naturally to suprenle egotist, Iago.

It is not as if Iago is the kind of man who would be
genuinely outraged by anything that merely concerns other
men. For some people one can say that they are sincerely
revolted by the "unnatural behaviour" of their fellowmen.
Not so, Iago. "Whip me such honest knaves," he would
say. But he knows that this thing that he is about to
detonate touches the pack nigh and keenly. It is the
most direct route to mob frenzy.

Odd now, we who live in the great cities of South Africa
do not feel so sweatily the herd animosity of the white
man as do our brethren in the country. True, limply, un
convincingly the white men about us try to cast their
arrogance around, but it is oft so sickly pathetic that it
raises more a smile than a scowl. But we are louder
mouthed. We have managed to uncurl the veneer of the
white man where it has warped a little and, after the first
start of surprise., we have met eye to eye with him, fallen
off our haunches on our backs ·and gaffawed.

But . ..
Where we have proven that we are his equal-in evil as

well as in genius-we have raised the fury in him. With a
little education, a little fluent English, a little know-how,
a little self-assertion and a little desiring of the sweets of
his life and the women (where else at this stage will we
find such charming, sophisticated felines?), we threaten
his barest self-esteem. Moot, further, the fiction that we as
savages are sexually more compelling, and you have an
nounced Armageddon. You do not have to whistle at a
white girl passing by. Only the crude ones among us play
it that way. Cultivate yourself into a. superior being;
grapple with something in their world and succee~: ~e

come a scientist, a literatus, talk as if the high-brow things
come naturally to you: a theory, a poem, grand passion;
and, especially, despite your ebony complexion, that you
have a sensitive soul and cannot abide the crudities of
your own people, even. Then trembling whitedom looks
round at you with that curious mixed reaction of fear,
wrath and horror. Ecrasez l'in/time!

It is just this that Othello went and done. Worse still,
he made himself indispensable to the state. It is this, also,
that the urban African is continually doing. He acquires
degrees, if no more from Fort Hare, then Britain or
America, and now dares to pontificate on the body politic
or the cosmos. . .
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